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It’s the night after the Draft and ECW didn’t exactly do well.
Not only did they lose the ECW Champion, but Mr. Money In The
Bank is gone as well. With Kane and CM Punk gone, they now
have Matt Hardy back as well, but we are still on for Kane
defending  the  ECW  Title  against  Big  Show  at  Night  Of
Champions.  Let’s  get  to  it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

We open with a recap of Million Dollar Mania, with Vince
McMahon nearly dying at the end.

Teddy Long is in the ring to start things off and say that
everyone in ECW has McMahon in their thoughts tonight. He
can’t give out any information about McMahon’s status, but the
show must go on. Therefore, here is the newest member of ECW,
United States Champion Matt Hardy!

Matt Hardy/CM Punk vs. John Morrison/The Miz

Non-title. Matt armdrags Morrison down to start before it’s
off to Punk. Miz comes in and gets kicked in the ribs so Matt
can take over in the corner. Morrison manages to take Matt
into the corner so Miz can take over and grab the chinlock.
With  that  broken  up,  everything  breaks  down  and  Miz  and
Morrison get caught with running knees in the corner. Punk’s
springboard clothesline is broken up for a crash out to the
floor though and we take a break.
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Back with Morrison hitting the slingshot elbow to Punk, whose
back was bent over Miz’s knees. Morrison kicks Punk in the
head but Punk manages a takedown on Miz. That’s still not
enough for the tag though as Morrison is right there to cut it
off and grab the chinlock. Punk fights up again and hands it
back to Matt for the real house cleaning. The middle rope
elbow  to  the  back  of  the  head  gets  two  on  Morrison  and
everything breaks down. Morrison blocks the Twist Of Fate and
kicks Matt in the face for two. Cue Hornswoggle to distract
Miz though and the Twist Of Fate finishes Morrison.

Rating: C+. The match got some time and thankfully it wasn’t
another clean loss for the champs. They’ve had a rocky time
with the titles so far and losing to a thrown together team
wouldn’t have helped things in the slightest. At the very
least though, the ending helps with Sunday’s title match,
which could use the help.

Kofi Kingston vs. Shelton Benjamin

Extreme Rules. Kofi fights out of the corner to start but
Benjamin runs him over with an elbow to the face. A suplex
doesn’t work for Benjamin so Kofi hits a dropkick to put him
outside. Naturally that means a dive to take Benjamin down
again and they need a breather. Back up and Benjamin grabs the
microphone to stagger Kofi, meaning it’s a whip into the steps
to put him down again.

It’s time to bring in some weapons and a few shots put Kofi in
more trouble. A trashcan to the head is blocked at first but
Shelton just unloads on him with said can. Benjamin suplexes
him onto the can and we hit the waistlock to stay on the ribs.
Back up and Benjamin’s Stinger Splash is knocked HARD out of
the air with a trashcan lid. More lid shots rock Benjamin even
harder and Trouble In Paradise finishes for Kingston.

Rating: C+. It wasn’t a classic but it should serve as the big
finale to their feud. These two have fought for a few months



now and it’s nice to see Kofi getting the big win to end
things. At the end of the day, Kingston feels like he could be
moving up the ranks and it’s always nice to see some fresh
blood. Benjamin knows how to make people look good in defeat
and that was the case here.

We look at Mark Henry laying out Kane on Smackdown.

Raw Rebound.

Night Of Champions rundown.

Kane laughs a lot.

Mike Knox vs. Evan Bourne

Knox  forearms  him  in  the  back  to  start  but  falls  down,
allowing Bourne to pick up the pace. Some kicks stagger Knox
but he comes back with one heck of a clothesline. Knox grabs
an abdominal stretch while pulling on Bourne’s leg to draw
some nice screaming. Bourne fights out and hits a springboard
kick before knocking Knox into the corner. A running spinwheel
kick is cut off with a backbreaker though and Bourne is done.

Rating: C. This didn’t have time to get very far but the hard
clothesline made up for Knox’s weird start. I’m not sure I get
the point in having Knox go over a newcomer like Bourne clean
but there is a good chance we’ll be seeing a rematch. For now
though, Bourne’s comeback worked well enough and he should be
fine with that kind of speed and high flying.

Kane vs. Mark Henry

Non-title and Big Show is on commentary. Henry powers him
around to start and hammers away in the corner, which Show
seems to like. A clothesline drops Kane rather quickly and a
bearhug cuts off an uppercut comeback. Kane fights out and
slugs away, setting up a running enziguri of all things. That
lets Kane go up but he stops to look at Show, allowing Henry
to crotch him down. The World’s Strongest Slam finishes Kane



fast.

Rating: C. The bad night for champions continues as Kane gets
beaten by a guest star. That being said, WWE has been pushing
Henry in recent weeks and Kane is on his way out of ECW so
this isn’t the worst thing. It wouldn’t shock me to see Henry
wind  up  here  with  the  title  sooner  than  later,  as  they
certainly had Kane put him over on the way out.

Overall Rating: C+. This was a bit of a weird show as they
were wrapping up a bunch of stuff but didn’t have many people
on hand to replace them. Instead we got Miz and Morrison and
Kane losing, though at least Hardy got a win on his first
night. Kofi got a nice win as well so we’ll say the good
outweighs the bad, but this show is going to need some help
soon.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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